
7 Bed Villa For Sale
Aljezur, Algarve, Portugal

€2,900,000
Ref: 670966

* On Market * 7 Beds * 9 Baths

Sitting on the cliff overlooking one of the most beautiful beaches in the Algarve with an expanse of golden fine sand, this modern villa, 
designed by renowned architect Joao Fonseca and inspired by a cruise ship will indeed allow you to dream of sailing a

Property Type: Villa Bedrooms: 7 Bathrooms: 9 Reference: 670966

Plot/Unit: 850 sq m Build/Unit: 260 sq m
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Property Description

Sitting on the cliff overlooking one of the most beautiful beaches in the Algarve with an expanse of golden fine 
sand, this modern villa, designed by renowned architect Joao Fonseca and inspired by a cruise ship will indeed 
allow you to dream of sailing across the ocean that is a short walk away.

The 7 bedrooms, 9 bathrooms villa, for sale, offers stunning accommodation over 4 floors with the interior flowing 
seamlessly to the exterior terraces. Relax in or around the solar heated infinity pool, the hot tub, or the outside sail-
shaded dining area with double gas griddle and the benefit of a dumb waiter from the kitchen and always you will 
enjoy the captivating view.

Internally the villa benefits from an open plan living room area, with fireplace and a fully equipped kitchen both of 
which benefit from an expanse of glass windows to ensure the views again always are captured. 5 double bedroom 
suites in the main house, all with access to a terrace and all benefit from fitted wardrobes, bathrooms with shower 
and bath.

A guest house courtyard apartment with 2 further bedrooms with en suites, a fitted kitchen, a sauna and a gym 
further enhance this property as a true home with space for family and friends and entertaining.

The proper is LSF construction and benefits from the most thermally and acoustically efficient build standard and 
encased with polyurethane ensuring the villa is cool in summer and warm in winter. Solar panels provide all the hot 
water, underfloor and pool heating.
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